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NAR President Bill Chee

“The Lions Over The Hill”





“We must consider some form of 

public access. We must encourage 

members to focus on the value added 

nature of their business, rather than 

being the the provider of secret 

information.”
Bill Chee, NAR President, 1993



MLS to create a business plan
that supports the following 

vision:

The REALTOR® is the primary 
provider & distributor of all 

information needed by a 
consumer in a real estate 

transaction.



Organized Real Estate & The 
Internet



REALTOR.COM



IDX/VOW guidelines for MLS’s



Real Estate Standards 



The Lion Over The Hill



"Realtors currently sit at the middle of 

the transaction, I think in the future 

they will sit more on the outside 

offering specific services."

2006, Rich Barton, Co-founder of Zillow, Founder of Expedia 



"People want Realtors. But is it 

rational to pay Realtors what they are 

paid?" 

2006, Rich Barton, Co-founder of Zillow, Founder of Expedia 



That was 2006. This is now.



“A machine cannot explain to a buyer 

what it will feel like to live in a 

neighborhood. Real estate will always 

be a people business.” 

November 2017, Spencer Rascoff, CEO of Zillow Group



“By far the greatest danger of 

artificial intelligence is that people 

conclude 

too early that they understand it.” 

Eliezer Yudkowsky, artificial intelligence theorist



We Are Being Groomed 
For A Powerful New Reality



People worry that computers will get 

too smart & take over the world, but 

the real problem is that they're too 

stupid & they've 

already taken over the world.

Pedro Domingos, “The Master Algorithm”



WE ARE ALREADY 
BEING CONTROLLED

[  A L G O R I T H M S  ]



GOOGLE & 
FACEBOOK

SHAPE HOW WE INTERACT WITH THE WORLD 



ALGORITHMIC 
TRADING

LESS THAN 10% OF STOCK TRADING IS 
BY FUNDAMENTAL DISCRETIONARY TRADERS 



Algorithmic Trading % of market 
volume



The Dawn Of News-based trading



AUTOMATED 
VALUATIONS

A Zestimate Is The result of an algorithm
(we’ l l  ta lk  more about  that  later)  



THE ROBOTS ARE 
COMING

HUMANS ARE REPLACEABLE









Techmetics Is Live Now

http://techmetics-group.com/


Uber Will Test Air Taxis In LA by 
2020



ROBOTS IN REAL ESTATE - TODD 
CARPENTER▸ Big Data  - There is an exponential increase in the

amount of data that will be collected about real 
estate, and about the people buying and selling real 
estate. 

▸ Smart Homes  - Internet of things devices already 
allow for the collection of rich data about the home 
itself. 

▸ Connected Communities  - City-wide sensors will 
gather data about an area that was once the exclusive 
domain of a local expert. 

▸ Open Data  - National, state and local governments 
continue to push more data into the public domain. 

▸ Blockchain Technology  - This new way of managing 
data will bring even more certainty to property 
records 

▸ Mobile Technology - The processors in today’s mobile 
devices are quickly catching up to desktop class 
computers. 

▸ Machine Learning  - Artificial intelligence begins when 
a computer can process the unexpected.

how AI will shape the way consumers search

https://crtlabs.org/2017/11/special-report-robots-real-estate/


THE REAL ESTATE TRANSACTION 
TIMELINE



⬇︎

RESEARCH ➧ SEARCH ➧ FIND 

➧

NEGOTIATE ➧ VALIDATE ➧

CLOSE



RESEARCH ➧
SEARCH ➧ FIND ➧ NEGOTIATE ➧VALIDATE 

➧ CLOSE



RESEARCH
Before Consumers Buy or Sell

(meet The new data)



BIG DATA
Before Consumers Buy or Sell

(meet The new data)



OPEN DATA
This Means It is free





IOT
internet of Things



ARRAY OF THINGS



LISTING DATA
- VS -

DATA ABOUT 
LISTINGS



ARE WE 
GATEKEEPERS?

Public 
Data

User 
Generat

ed

Sensors

Listing Data
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REDEFINE “ROBOT”
THE MOST POWERFUL BOTS WILL HAVE NO 

PHYSICAL FORM



Artifical intelligence is the new 

electricity.

Andrew Ng, Deep Learning Pioneer



Let’s Define Some Terms



ARTIFICIAL 
INTELLIGENCE

HUMAN INTELLIGENCE EXHIBITED BY 
MACHINES



ARTIFICIAL INTELLIGENCE
We have had “Narrow A.I.” capabilities for some time, with very little ➤

true movement in the space, until 2012. We’ll get to that in a minute. 

What we can do today generally falls into the concept of “Narrow ➤

A.I.” Technologies that are able to perform specific tasks as well as, or 
better than, we humans can. 

Examples of Narrow A.I. are things such as a Chess game.  Face ➤

recognition on Facebook is also Narrow A.I., but it requires the next 
definition - Machine Learning.



MACHINE LEARNING
AN APPROACH TO ACHIEVE ARTIFICIAL 

INTELLIGENCE



MACHINE LEARNING
➤Machine Learning at its most basic is the practice of using algorithms 

to parse data, learn from it, & then make a determination or 
prediction about something.

➤So rather than hand-coding software with a specific set of 
instructions to accomplish a task, the machine is “trained” using large 
amounts of data and algorithms that give it the ability to learn how to 
perform the task.

➤Your spam filter is a form of Machine Learning. Computer vision, 
recognizing a STOP sign or your face on Facebook, is a form of 
Machine Learning. 



DEEP LEARNING
A TECHNIQUE FOR IMPLEMENTING MACHINE 

LEARNING



DEEP LEARNING
➤Picking images of cats from 10 million YouTube videos was 

one of the first breakthroughs by Andrew Ng in 2012. 

➤Deep Learning involves neural networks, which have been around 
since the earliest days of AI, but had produced very little in the way 
of “intelligence.” The problem was even the most basic neural 
networks were very computationally intensive, it just wasn’t a 
practical approach… until GPU’s.

➤Google’s AlphaGo learned the game, and trained for its Go match —
it tuned its neural network — by playing against itself over and over 

and over.





The New Google Translate



A Quick Story



Conversica





Amelia





RESEARCH ➧ SEARCH ➧ FIND ➧

NEGOTIATE ➧VALIDATE ➧ CLOSE



Homebuyers & Sellers 
Visit the internet 

to answer 4 questions



What Is this home 
worth?

What homes are for 
sale?

What’s the market like?
Can I trust this agent?



WHAT IS THIS HOME 
WORTH?



AUTOMATED 
VALUATIONS

These are only going to get better.



IMPROVING THE ZESTIMATE
$1 MILLION AT A TIME.
▸ Qualifying: May 24, 2017 - Jan 17, 

2018 Those whose algorithm reduces the 
difference between the Zestimate and the 
actual sales prices the most will move on to 
the finals.

▸ Finals: Feb. 1, 2018 - Jan 15, 2019 
100 teams will compete in the final round for 
the $1 million grand prize. The winning team 
must build an algorithm to predict the actual 
sales price of homes, using innovative data 
sources to engineer new features that will 
give the model an edge over other 
participants.



COMPUTER VISION



Photos Are Rich With Data

http://www.immoviewer.com


Photos Are Rich With Data



Photos Are Rich With Data



What if photos could provide 
answers to these types of 

questions:
What is the exact size of every room?

What direction is the family room facing?
What plants are in the front yard?

What’s the architectural style of the house?
When will I need to repair the roof?
What are the countertops made of?

How green is the neighborhood?
How much snow will I have to shovel in my 

driveway?

some questions posed by stefan swanepoel & andrew flachner

https://www.swanepoel.com/huffington-post-machine-learning-is-redefining-real-estate-search


WHAT IF 
THE NEXT KILLER APP

IS NOT AN APP?



Killer Hardware



FAST Phones



FAST Phones



What siri does today



Siri’s Future



siri knows where you go



siri knows where you go



siri knows your schedule



siri knows your Spending



siri knows what your read



siri will see your apps



Siri is on your mac as well…



and on your iPad…



and on your wrist…



and in your car…



and in your home…



siri is everywhere



siri is everywhere











So I had to ask…



Siri’s Future.



Siri is not a site



siri will be an unrelenting robot…



that assimilates data…



And learns…



And learns…



And doesn’t care about ads.



RESEARCH ➧ SEARCH ➧ FIND ➧
NEGOTIATE ➧VALIDATE ➧ CLOSE







HOW WILL SELF-DRIVING 
CARS 

IMPACT REAL ESTATE?





It’s been more than a year 
since the first self-driving 

truck made its first 
delivery. 





“I’ll have my people
talk to your people”



IMRE.CA - “I’LL HAVE MY PEOPLE TALK TO YOUR 
PEOPLE.”➤Let’s play a little bit. 

➤Let’s pretend I’m a REALTOR® 
and you’re a consumer looking 
at my listing on 87th Place in 
Scottsdale. 

➤Request more information by 
texting 480.424.5150 right now.

➤Let’s see what happens. :)

http://www.imre.ca


This concept Is becoming Harder to 
maintain:

The REALTOR® is the primary 
provider and distributor of all 

information needed by a 
consumer in a real estate 

transaction.



The new paradigm is more likely:

The REALTOR® is the primary 
provider and distributor trusted 

council of for all information 
needed by a consumer in a real 

estate transaction.



RESEARCH ➧ SEARCH ➧ FIND ➧

NEGOTIATE ➧ VALIDATE ➧

CLOSE





RESEARCH ➧ SEARCH ➧ FIND ➧

NEGOTIATE ➧VALIDATE ➧
CLOSE





“The inability to reliably appraise a 

property without boots on the ground 

has been sand in the gears

of the real estate engine, ultimately 

hindering liquidity & creating market 

inefficiencies.”
House Canary, Future Of Appraisal

https://www.housecanary.com/What-Does-The-Future-Of-Appraisals-Look-Like




“Soon, a real estate investor will be 

able to look up the vitals of a property 

as easily as they can look up 

information about a publicly traded 

stock.”

House Canary, Future Of Appraisal

https://www.housecanary.com/What-Does-The-Future-Of-Appraisals-Look-Like


“Forward-thinking appraisers will need 

to adapt to a market that requires 

their expertise in different forms, but 

they shouldn’t brace for a market that 

doesn’t require their expertise at all.”

House Canary, Future Of Appraisal

https://www.housecanary.com/What-Does-The-Future-Of-Appraisals-Look-Like


The AVM Model
House 1 House 2 House 3 House 4

How much is house 4 worth?



The AVM Model
House 1 House 2 House 3 House 4

How much is house 4 worth?

None of these houses are the same



The AVM Model
House 1 House 2 House 3 House 4

How much is house 4 worth?

None of these houses are the same
None Of These Houses Sold Today



Variables
House 1 House 2 House 3 House 4
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Testing against historical 
data

Algorithm one $475,000

Algorithm two $492,000

Algorithm three $501,000

Actual sold price $489,000
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Testing against Multiple 
Properties

Algorithm one $475,000

Algorithm two $492,000

Algorithm three $501,000

Actual sold price $489,000

Algorithm one $365,000

Algorithm two $302,000

Algorithm three $289,000

Actual sold price $310,000

Algorithm one $190,000

Algorithm two $205,000

Algorithm three $225,000

Actual sold price $195000

Algorithm one $501,000

Algorithm two $525,000

Algorithm three $450,000

Actual sold price $519,000

Algorithm one $585,000

Algorithm two $650,000

Algorithm three $501,000

Actual sold price $593,000

Algorithm one $164,000

Algorithm two $175,000

Algorithm three $190,000

Actual sold price $181,000

Algorithm one $255,000

Algorithm two $279,000

Algorithm three $301,000

Actual sold price $289,000

Algorithm one $850,000

Algorithm two $864,000

Algorithm three $801,000

Actual sold price $869,000



Testing against Multiple 
Properties

Algorithm one $475,000

Algorithm two $492,000

Algorithm three $501,000

Actual sold price $489,000

Algorithm one $365,000

Algorithm two $302,000

Algorithm three $289,000

Actual sold price $310,000

Algorithm one $190,000

Algorithm two $205,000

Algorithm three $225,000

Actual sold price $195000

Algorithm one $501,000

Algorithm two $525,000

Algorithm three $450,000

Actual sold price $519,000

Algorithm one $585,000

Algorithm two $650,000

Algorithm three $501,000

Actual sold price $593,000

Algorithm one $164,000

Algorithm two $175,000

Algorithm three $190,000

Actual sold price $181,000

Algorithm one $255,000

Algorithm two $279,000

Algorithm three $301,000

Actual sold price $289,000

Algorithm one $850,000

Algorithm two $864,000

Algorithm three $801,000

Actual sold price $869,000

Algorithm 2 Wins



Fine Tuning the 
ModelAlgorithm 
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Machine LearningAlgorithm 
1

Algorithm 
2

Algorithm 
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Algorithm 
2.1

Algorithm 
2.2

Algorithm 
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Algorithm 
2.3.1
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2.3.2

Algorithm 
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BLOCK CHAIN
A NEW WAY OF MANAGING DATA



BLOCK CHAIN
➤“The blockchain is an incorruptible digital ledger of economic 

transactions that can be programmed to record not just financial 
transactions but virtually everything of value.”  - Don & Alex Tapscott, 
Blockchain Revolution (2016)

➤Blockchain is beginning to be adopted by mortgage, title, and local 
government verticals to handle issues related to chain of title, 
transactional data, and even commission compensation. 

➤Blockchain cannot:
➤ 1. Be controlled by any single entity.
➤ 2. Has no single point of failure.



BLOCK CHAIN - MORE THAN A DATABASE

The most recognized blockchain ➤

system today is Bitcoin, a digital 
currency application released in 2009. 

The evolution of the technology for ➤

non-financial companies led to a new 
name. In 2014, the press started 
calling the updates “Blockchain 2.0”. 
One of the important features of 
Blockchain 2.0 is the ability to support 
a “Smart Contract”.

https://www.pwc.com/us/en/financial-services/fintech/bitcoin-blockchain-cryptocurrency.html




BLOCK CHAIN - MORE THAN A DATABASE

➤The characteristics that differentiate blockchains 
from traditional database architectures are: 

➤Distributed Ledger – Information is not 
centralized 

➤Smart Contracts - Automated execution 

➤ Immutable Information State – Changes are 
permanent 

➤Transparency – Information is visible to all users

➤Blockchain in Real Estate Part 1  & Blockchain in 
Real Estate Part 2 (Mark Lesswing, CTO, National 
Association of REALTORS®)

https://www.pwc.com/us/en/financial-services/fintech/bitcoin-blockchain-cryptocurrency.html


Blockchain in Real Estate Part 1 & Blockchain in Real Estate Part 2 (Mark Lesswing, CTO, National Association of REALTORS®)

http://crt.blogs.realtor.org/files/2016/10/blockchain_in_real_estate_technical_difference2.pdf
http://crt.blogs.realtor.org/files/2016/10/blockchain_in_real_estate_applications1.pdf
























What is the potential 
impact

on The Title industry?



RESEARCH ➧ SEARCH ➧ FIND ➧

NEGOTIATE ➧VALIDATE ➧ CLOSE



Todd Carpenter

Because technologies are speeding up 
the time to complete the transaction, 

and because cybercriminals are 
becoming more and more 

sophisticated, agents need to become 
the consumer’s cyber-advocates. 







THESE CHANGES WILL 
SPAWN NEW WAYS OF 

APPROACHING THE REAL 
ESTATE TRANSACTION. 





“Eighteen months ago, Blackstone created 
Invitation Homes to buy and then rent out 

single-family homes in 13 markets across the 
country, with a focus on places scarred heavily 

by the bust, such as Phoenix, Las Vegas, and 
Orlando. To date, Blackstone has purchased 
some 32,000 houses from banks, spending 
more than $5.5 billion in the process, plus 

another $500 million on renovations. Some 
1,000 people work for Invitation Homes, and 

the venture, at the time of this writing, is 
continuing to invest at a clip of about $125 

million a week.”





WHAT IS THE #1 
TRAIT OPENDOOR 

HIRES FOR?



EMPATHY



YOU + TECH > TECH



In a world of increasing automation, 
people who can genuinely connect 

with others will be more valuable, not 
less.

Jeff Turner




